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bstract

Spider silk proteins and their genes are very attractive to researchers in a wide range of disciplines because they permit linking many levels of
rganization. However, hypotheses of silk gene evolution have been built primarily upon single sequences of each gene each species, and little is
nown about allelic variation within a species. Silk genes are known for their repeat structure with high levels of homogenization of nucleotide
nd amino acid sequence among repeated units. One common explanation for this homogeneity is gene convergence. To test this model, we
equenced multiple alleles of one intron–exon segment from the Flag gene from four populations of the spider Nephila clavipes and compared

he new sequences to a published sequence. Our analysis revealed very high levels of heterozygosity in this gene, with no pattern of population
ifferentiation. There was no evidence of gene convergence within any of these alleles, with high levels of nucleotide and amino acid substitution
mong the repeating motifs. Our data suggest that minimally, there is relaxed selection on mutations in this gene and that there may actually be
ositive selection for heterozygosity.

2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Silk proteins and their genes are very attractive to researchers
n a wide range of disciplines including materials scientists
1,2], and evolutionary ecologists [3]. Spiders are a particu-
arly attractive model system for the study of silk genes, as each
ndividual produces multiple distinct silk types, each from a
articular set of glands (reviewed in Ref. [3]). These different
ilks are used by the spiders in diverse functions, ranging from
rey capture to nest building and egg-sac protection. Recent
dvances in sequencing of many silk genes from spiders have
llowed researchers to begin to link the molecular structure to
hysical properties and to ecological function. These compar-
tive studies are further enhanced by phylogenetic reconstruc-

ions that provide an evolutionary framework for understanding
he evolution of these genes. Thus far, the consensus is that
hese diverse genes form a gene family, that evolved through

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 802 656 0454.
E-mail address: Linden.Higgins@uvm.edu (L.E. Higgins).
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ene duplication and subsequent divergence and specialization
4].

The gene coding for the spider flagelliform silk protein, Flag,
s one of the more recently characterized silk genes [5,6], and
odes for a silk found in a relatively derived clade of spiders, the
raneoids (orb-weaving spiders and their relatives [7]). Flagel-
iform silk forms the core of the viscid spiral, and is remarkable
or its toughness and elasticity [1]. Like many silk genes in spi-
ers and other arthropods, the Flag gene has a nested structure.
ach exon includes many small motif repeats, in this case that
ode for the amino acid motif GPGGX. These series of repeating
mino acid motifs are interspersed with non-repeating sequences
orming a higher-level repeating unit. In flagelliform silk pro-
ein, the larger motifs are ensemble repeats of up to 61 GPGGX

otifs forming high-glycine regions that flank non-repetitive
lycine-poor spacers [6]. Each ensemble repeat corresponds to
n individual exon. An estimated 13 exons are separated from

ne another by introns which are themselves very similar to
ach other across the Flag gene. The GPG portion of the motif
s believed to form a �-helix, which may act like a spring in this
xceedingly elastic silk [5].

mailto:Linden.Higgins@uvm.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijbiomac.2006.07.007
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Observed patterns of variation among homologous genes
cross species, and, in repetitive proteins, among repeat motifs
ithin a sequence, have been used as the basis for various mod-

ls of evolutionary changes in gene and protein structure (i.e.
3]). Some authors have speculated that the repeating motifs
f silk genes may function like “minisatellite” DNA, with
isalignment during recombination generating variation upon
hich selection can act [3,6]. Another common model evoked

o explain patterns of variation among motifs is that high fre-
uencies of recombination increase the chances of motif dupli-
ation and deletion. “Chi-like” sequences (gctggag [8]) have
een reported in other organisms to increase the frequency of
ecombination, and such sequences have been found at several
ocations in silk genes [3]. In contrast to these models predict-
ng increased variation, the low levels of variation among motifs
ithin a sequence is hypothesized to be due to gene conversion

6,8].
However, most of these models of molecular mechanisms

f evolution in spider silks are based upon comparisons across
epeated regions within a single sequence or upon comparisons
mong species, with only a single sequence for a particular
pecies (e.g. [4], however, see [9,10]). To truly understand the
atterns of mutational change in microevolution of a particular
rotein, one needs to study allelic variation within a species.
he patterns found among species of web-building spiders and
mong genes within a species reflect evolutionary history, but the
rist of natural selection is variation among individuals, which
an only be studied by sequencing the same gene repeatedly
ithin and among populations and examining allelic variation.

f, for instance, misalignment during recombination leads to
ariation in number of motifs within an exon [3], this pattern
hould be visible among sequences within a species as high
evels of allelic variation in number of motifs within a particu-
ar exon among alleles. Likewise, the hypothesis that “chi-like”
equences increase the likelihood of duplication and deletion is
est tested by investigating within a species whether alleles are
ore variable near such sequences.
To better understand the patterns of variation in a gene with

epeating motifs, we compared 17 sequences of Flag from 10
ndividual Nephila clavipes (Linnaeus) (Araneae: Tetragnathi-
ae) from five disjunct populations, one in Florida [6] and four
n Mexico. The sequences were all from the last intron–exon

air and included the initial portion of the carboxyl terminus
6]. Overall, we found nearly identical patterns of insertion and
eletion of entire motifs in alleles from Mexican populations
ompared to Florida. Among the Mexican sequences, we found
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ield sites

ite Initials Co-ordinate

alapa, Veracruz Xal 19◦30′45N,
ortin de las Flores, Veracruz FF 18◦54′N, 96
os Tuxtlas region, Veracruz LT, Nan 18◦27′40N,
ateos de Romero, Oaxaca Mat 16◦53′N, 95

os Tuxtlas (LT) and Nanciyaga (Nan) are two sampling sites in the same region sepa
y approximately 100 km of desert uninhabited by N. clavipes, and these mid-altitud
ot found.
ogical Macromolecules 40 (2007) 201–216

o patterns that suggesting that homogenization across motifs is
ccurring and indeed in the repeating region of the gene there is a
ery high frequency of single nucleotide substitutions and amino
cid substitutions. In contrast, the region coding the upstream
ortion of the C terminus had much lower frequency of single
ucleotide polymorphisms (snps) and amino acid substitution,
hich could reflect the hypothesized organizational function of

his portion of the protein [9,11]. We conclude that high rates of
utation and amino acid substitution are at least tolerated in the

epeating region of this exon, perhaps because this is a secreted
rotein, and that there may actually be positive selection for
eterozygosity in this gene.

. Methods

.1. Sampling

Spiders were sampled in Mexico in July 2002. We choose
opulations that are geographically disjunct and inhabit very
ifferent habitats (Table 1). Data from population genetics stud-
es of these populations indicate that there is little gene flow
mong them (Nuñez Farán and Vargas, pers. commun.). Within
ach site, we sampled haphazardly, by finding large juvenile or
ature females and pinching a leg to cause automization, which
e then placed in 100% ethanol, one specimen per vial.

.2. DNA extraction

DNA was extracted from whole legs through salting-out,
n a protocol modified from Sunnucks and Hales [12] for the
arger mass of the spider legs. We dried specimens 2 h before
xtraction, to insure complete evaporation of the ethanol, and
ncubated the legs with TNES and proteinase K for 18 h at
oom temperature. After precipitating the proteins with NaCl,
e precipitated the DNA with cold 100% ethanol. In some

ases, DNA visibly precipitated and was removed, dried and
esuspended in water. If DNA did not visibly precipitate, or
fter removing any precipitated DNA, we centrifuged the sample
14,000 rpm 5 min), to collect the remaining DNA. These DNA
pecimens were air dried, resuspended in water (PCR quality,
00 �l if tibia + patella length was greater than 0.75 cm, other-

ise 500 �l), and then further cleaned with a phenol/chloroform

xtraction, reprecipitated with ethanol and sodium acetate, and
esuspended in water. All DNA specimens were stored in 50 �l
ater at −80 ◦C.

s Habitat type

96◦52′78W Mid-altitude temperate, coffee plantation
◦59′56W Mid-altitude temperate, private garden
95◦3′96W Lowland tropical, forest preserves
◦02′W Lowland, semi-deciduous tropical, private ranch

rated by approximately 10 km; Xalapa and Fortin are separated from each other
e sites are separated from the coastal sites by cane fields where N. clavipes is
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.3. PCR

PCR was performed using the Failsafe PCR system (Epicen-
re Technologies). Spider DNA (2 �g) was combined with 1 �M
ach of forward and reverse primer designed from the GenBank
equence for N. clavipes Flag (GenBank no. AF218621.S2
NA; 3′Flag forward: 5′-gcaaccgcctcatcgtcatttcgtac-3′,
′Flag reverse: 5′-gcgaacattcttcctacaga-3′), Failsafe enzyme
ix and PCR premix I. Reactions were then put in the thermal

ycler (Techne) and cycled for 40 cycles under the following
onditions: 30 s at 96 ◦C, 1 min at 55 ◦C, and 2.5 min at 72 ◦C.

.4. Cloning and isolation

We purified all PCR products using gel purification (Qia-
en) and purified products were then cloned into TOPO vectors
Invitrogen 2.1-TOPO TA cloning kit with One-shot E. coli),
ollowing the manufacturers’ protocols. After extracting plas-
id DNA (Qiagen miniprep) from recombinant colonies, we

id an EcoR1 (Invitrogen) digest to verify the presence of the
ull size insert within purified plasmids. Known positive clones
ere sent to the Vermont Cancer Center sequencing facility for

equencing.

.5. Sequencing and alignment

The sequencing was done using three primers, as the target
NA sequence was 2.3 Kb long. The end primers we used were

he universal primers, M13 forward and reverse, and a unique
iddle primer (Flagmid: 5′-tgcaggtgtaggacctgatggaagtg-3′).
he three contiguous sequences were aligned in MacClade (ver-
ion 4 [13]) by hand, as the repeating nature of the DNA sequence
esulted in errors in automated alignment (i.e., sequencher
eversed the middle sequence to align the 3′-end over the 3′-
nd of the upstream sequence). Only sequences that overlapped
y at least 20 bp were included to assure proper alignment of
he contiguous sequences. We sequenced 2–4 clones from each
ndividual and utilized the cleanest (lowest number of ambigu-
us readings and longest overlap between contiguous sections)
n alignment. In most cases, we obtained two clearly distinct
lleles from each individual, and thus include two sequences.
he merged sequences were then aligned to each other and

hen relative to the published downstream sequence from a
lorida population ([6] GenBank no. AF218621.S2 DNA).
lignment with a cDNA sequence from the same Florida pop-
lation ([6] GenBank no. AF027973 cDNA) was used to deter-
ine where the exon started. To verify that all the sequences

ame from the same section of the Flag gene, all were run
hrough BLAST. The best match for all the sequences was
he same sequence that we had used to align the sequences
AF218621.S2).

To verify the accuracy of hand-alignment of these sequences,
he Mexican sequences were also aligned to each other using

oth muscle [14] and T-coffee [15]. SinicView [16] was then
sed to compare the three alignments (hand, muscle, and T-
offee) of each individual sequence. All of the alignments were
n agreement, with 98% or greater concordance.
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. Results

The sequences we obtained showed very high levels of vari-
tion with an overall snp frequency of 123/2180 or 5.64%, but
ll corresponded to the same region of the Florida sequence
BLAST results show ≥95% correspondence for positions
76–1590 and positions 2047–2790 of the GenBank sequence
F218621.S2). Among the new sequences, the single nucleotide

ubstitutions were most often silent (third codon) indicating that
ost were not generated during the amplification and cloning

rocedure, which would be blind to codon position. The amino
cid substitutions are not evenly distributed across the entire
xon, but are more common in the high-glycine (repeating motif)
ection than in other sections. However, we did find that one
ortion of the high-glycine region had exceptionally low amino
cid substitution rates. Finally, there were few instances of motif
nsertion or deletion among the Mexican sequences but align-

ent of these Mexican sequences with the sequence from Florida
how a series of insertions and deletions of entire motifs.

The aligned nucleotide sequences are presented in Appendix
and a schematic is presented in Fig. 1. Comparison of multi-

le sequences of the same clone showed only three nucleotide
ubstitutions apparently due to the sequencing reaction (N = 11
lones or 22 sequences, 384–877 nucleotides sequenced, for a
otal of 12,722 bases or an error rate of 1/4240 bases sequenced).
owever, we suspected that the preparation of this complex
ene might be error prone. To determine the error rate during
CR and cloning, we sequenced multiple clones for six indi-
iduals and matched sequences that appeared to be from the
ame allele, primarily using patterns of insertions and dele-
ions of motifs but also matching according to the smaller
umber of single nucleotide differences between sequences.
he apparent error rate during PCR and cloning is higher

han the error rate during sequencing, ranging from a low of
in 2075 nucleotides to a high of 14 in 2089 nucleotides.

he average rate including all duplicate clones was 33/8786
ucleotides sequenced (1/265.6) but removing the one high
oint (14 differences) it drops to 1/352.5 nucleotides. The vari-
tion among specimens in error rate presumably reflects the
uality of the template DNA. Because of this apparently high
rror rate, for each of these repeatedly sequenced alleles we
hoose to use the sequence that had the lowest number of
ifferences (snps) compared to the other Mexican sequences
n the remaining analyses, presuming it to be the least error
rone.

Overall, 5.22% of the nucleotide positions were variable.
ost of the snps appear to be due to real differences among

lleles, not errors generated during sequence preparation. This
ssumption is supported by the observation that a significant
raction of snps in the exon are in the third codon position (38/79
r 48.1%; χ2 = 8.226, d.f. = 2, p < 0.05), a bias that would not be
elected for during sequence preparation.

There are some differences in frequency of nucleotide poly-

orphisms among the four regions of the sequenced portion of

his gene. In the intron, there are 40 polymorphic sites over 725
ase pairs (5.51%), in the repeating region of the exon (which
ncludes one short non-repeating region), there were 62 poly-
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Fig. 1. Graphical representation of the pattern of indels and amino acid polymorphisms among the Mexican sequences and the two GenBank sequences from Florida.
The first letter refer to the site of collection (Table 1), the first number refers to the individual specimen, and the number after the dash is the sequence identifier for
that individual (when two sequences are presented, they are assumed to be separate alleles for a heterozygous individual). The different repeat motifs are identified
by the following symbols: large oval, XGPGG; medium oval, XGGY; circles, XGG; box, low glycine (non-repetitive) spacer. A colored oval or a bar in the spacer
indicates an amino acid substitution, where only one amino acid substitution was found in all motifs except number 19. The nature of the substitution is indicated
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gure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

orphic sites/1111 bp (5.6%), in the spacer there were seven
olymorphic sites/78 bp (8.97%) and in the C terminus region
here were 10 polymorphic sites/264 bp (3.79%). Several of
hese polymorphic sites have more than two character states. The
ifferences in snp frequency among the repeating, spacer, and
terminus regions of the exon are not significant when the dif-

erences in sequence lengths are taken into account (χ2 = 3.183,
.f. = 2, p > 0.05).

Examining the presumed protein sequence (obtained from
acClade translation using the standard genetic code, Appendix
, Fig. 1), the differences in frequency of amino acid polymor-
hic sites among the different regions of the protein are very
pparent. There are three different motifs in the high-glycine
ection: XGPGG, XGGY, and XGG (note that we have rear-
anged these motif codings from [6] to accommodate the most
ommon break point for insertions and deletions). Among the
ariable motifs, all but one vary at only one amino acid position
i.e., only one substitution per motif) hence our ability to color
ode the substitutions in Fig. 1. The XGGY motif is most prone
o variation, with three variable residues or approximately 25%
f the 12 amino acids in the three repetitions (which are, notably,

cattered across the exon). Twenty-two of the 61 XGPGG motifs
re variable (7.2% of the amino acid positions), and most of
hese substitutions were at the “X” position (Appendix B). The
east variable motif is the XGG section, which has 12 contiguous

m
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; blue, exchange of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residue; green, exchange of
ition or deletion of proline. (For interpretation of the references to color in this

otifs or 36 amino acids, and only 1 (2.7%) polymorphic amino
cid position. Six of the 12 XGG motifs are AGG, a purported
otspot for recombination in silk [3]. Across the entire exon,
here are eight AGG (three coded by gctggag), however there
s only one amino acid substitution among them, and no other
vidence of increased recombination (unless the homogeneity in
GG reflects gene conversion through unequal recombination).
Most of the 35 amino acid polymorphisms involved changes

rom one functional group to another (Fig. 1). Eleven involved
ain or loss of a proline (seven were losses of the proline from
he XGPGG motif or the variants on this motif near the carboxyl
nd), 10 were exchanges between glycine and an amino acid with
long side chain (six involved loss of a glycine from the XGPGG
otif), and seven involved the interchange of a hydrophobic and

ydrophilic residue.
The most striking difference between all the Mexican

equences and the Florida sequences is the insertion or dele-
ion of entire motifs in the upstream high-glycine (repetitive)
egion of the exon (Fig. 1). Compared to the Florida sequence,
here are six motif-long gaps and three motif-long insertions in
early all of the Mexican sequences, for a net difference of three

otifs in length. Some sequences have additional gaps of one or
ore motifs (i.e., Nanciyaga N3-B5). All of these indels occur

n the part of the exon that is upstream from the low-glycine
pacer.
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. Discussion

The Flag gene is composed of an estimated 13 nearly iden-
ical exons interspersed with nearly identical introns [6]. The
lag gene section that we sequenced, the downstream intron and
xon pair including a portion of the carboxyl end, appears to be
ore variable than most structural genes that have been repeat-

dly sequenced, without any indication of a loss of function of
he protein that forms the core of the viscid spiral in the prey-
apture web. Indeed, all the spiders we sampled were on normal-
ppearing orb webs and most were large juveniles and sexually
ature females, indicating that the viscid silk functioned prop-

rly in prey capture. Although the frequency of polymerase error
ound through comparison of multiple sequences from the same
llele is higher than is generally reported (10−5 for Taq poly-
erase and 10−6 for proofreading polymerases; reviewed in Ref.

17]), the unequal distributions across codon positions and the
ias in amino acid substitution patterns support our conclusion
hat most of the observed variation reflects real genetic differ-
nces among these sequences and between the Mexican and
lorida sequences.

The high polymerase error rate deduced by comparisons of
equences of the same clone may reflect the complex structure
f the Flag gene, although the repeats themselves did not appear
o increase error rate. We did not observe a significant increased
np frequency in the region coding for the XGPGG region of the
xon compared to the regions of the gene coding for the spacer
r coding for the carboxyl end. The consistency of insertion and
eletion patterns across most of the Mexican sequences leads us
o conclude that the process we used to contig the three separate
equences from each allele was reliable, and therefore the high
rror rate does not reflect misalignment during this step. It must
e noted that there remains the possibility that these comparisons
f what we presumed to be repeated, slightly different, sequences
f the same allele could possibly reflect the existence of multiple
opies of this gene in these individuals. We do not, at this time,
ave the ability to distinguish between sequencing error and
ultiple copies.
Biologically, there are two patterns of variation that appear

articularly interesting in light of our understanding of the struc-
ure of the Flag protein. One of the most common types of amino
cid substitution involved the proline residues (Fig. 1). The sub-
titution of other amino acids for the proline in the XGPGG motif
ould disrupt the �-helix region of the protein [18,19], possibly
ltering the extraordinary extensibility of the protein [1]. The
ther interesting variable aspect of these sequences is the num-
er of XGPGG motifs in the high-glycine section of the exon.
he Mexican sequences are on average three motifs shorter than

he Florida sequence. If the Hinman and Lewis model [18] is
orrect, this could result in a shorter “spring” in the protein syn-
hesized by these spiders, particularly if this change is echoed
n a majority of the 13 exons. Whether these changes have func-
ional significance cannot be discerned without biomechanical

tudies, and differences (if any) may be below detection by cur-
ent technology (Hayashi, pers. commun.).

Hayashi and Lewis [6] postulated that the high degree of sim-
larity among the introns and exons within their Flag sequences

d

s
f

ogical Macromolecules 40 (2007) 201–216 205

ight reflect gene conversion. Their model of concerted silk
ene evolution allows us to make two predictions from our
equences. First, the consistently lower number of motifs in the

exican sequences suggests that the shorter “spring” may be
unctionally advantageous. Second, if Hayashi and Lewis [6] are
orrect about the process of gene conversion in Flag and other
ilk genes, the remaining exons in Flag among Mexico should
resent similarly shorter repeat sections (although the terminal
xon may not be homogenized with the interior repeats).

By obtaining multiple sequences of Flag from different indi-
iduals in several populations, we observed a very high degree
f allelic variation. The rarity of this observation may be in part
n artifact of the logistical difficulties of sequencing silk genes,
hich has resulted in most publications and sequence analyses
eing based upon a single sequence for each gene from each
pecies (i.e. [8,9]). Beckwitt et al. [20] and Tai et al. [10] have
one the only other within-species comparisons we are aware
f. Beckwitt and colleagues obtained three sequences of major
mpulate spid2 gene from N. clavipes and, as in our results,
ach of the three sequences is unique, again suggesting high
evels of heterozygosity. Tai and colleagues obtained multiple
equences of MaSp from several individual N. pilipes, and in
ach case they found two alleles (i.e., among the five sequences
btained from cDNA of one individual, they found four identi-
al sequences and one distinct one; [10, Section 3.5]). Although
hey interpret these results as indicating multiple copies of this
ene, their results are also consistent with these individuals being
eterozygotes for a single gene. As in our study of Flag, Tai et
l.’s MaSp sequences include a portion of the carboxyl terminus
nd are therefore unlikely to be different exons within the gene.
oth of these groups found that the carboxyl end of the silk gene
as relatively conserved, a finding that has been repeated with
ur study of Flag, among species, and among silk genes [11,21].
he conservation of the carboxyl end of the protein is possibly

elated to its function in maintaining protein solubility prior to
xtrusion [11].

There are relatively few comparable data sets of multi-
le within-species sequences of structural genes. Most studies
epeatedly sequencing genes in a single species involve genes
f medical interest. The genes most analogous to silk genes
n structure are the collagen-like genes which, like silk genes,
onsist of repeated motifs of amino acids (GXY [22]). Unlike
ilk genes, the collagen-like proteins are internally expressed.
erhaps reflecting the internal function of these proteins, most
llelic variation in the collagen-like genes strongly affects the
unction of the protein and is related to disease ([22], Boot-
andford, pers. commun.). A closer analogy may exist between

ilk genes and a collagen-like bacterial gene coding for a protein
hat is extruded and forms part of the spore capsule of Bacillus
nthracis. Sylvestre et al. [23] found nine alleles with differ-
nt numbers of the GXY repeating motif. Bacteria with distinct
lleles produced proteins of different lengths, which Sylvestre
t al. believe reflects adaptive differences among strains from

ifferent ecological backgrounds.

The high amount of allelic variation and presumed protein
equence variation may be tolerated in Flag because of the
unction of silk proteins: they are extruded, and have no known
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nternal function to the spider. After synthesis, silk proteins are
aintained in a liquid state inside the silk glands and do not take
nal quaternary structure until spun. That silk is an extruded pro-

ein leads us to postulate that the high rate of non-silent snps at
inimum reflects relaxed selection, and based upon this con-

lusion we would expect to find similarly high levels of amino
cid substitution among sequences within and among popula-
ions for all of the silk genes. So long as the protein maintains
ts integrity, there may be little functional affect of occasional
mino acid substitution. It is also possible that there is posi-
ive selection for genetic diversity. Nearly all the individuals we
xamined were heterozygotes, suggesting that there may be a
unctional advantage of heterozygosity in this gene. This is all
he more remarkable given the very low levels of genetic diver-
ity in two mitochondrial markers sequenced for these same
opulations (COH, NADH, Higgins, pers. obs.).

In contrast to patterns of amino acid substitution, the consis-
ency of differences in motif number suggests that the addition
nd deletion of entire motifs may be under more stringent selec-
ion, although this could also reflect historical accident such as a
ottle-neck event in one or both populations. Certainly, our ini-
ial hope that repeat number may be hyper-variable was not met,
nd this gene is not appropriate for population genetics work
s a “mini satellite”. However, the patterns of variation indi-
ate that population-level work is a fruitful source for improved
nderstanding of the evolution of these genes and, when bio-
hysical studies are done, the possible adaptive significance of
he differences in gene structure. Because the genotype of an
ndividual and the resultant protein produced from the gene

an both be obtained without destructive sampling, research
an concurrently include genetic and structural studies, making
his a particularly strong system for investigating the interaction
etween genetic variation and protein function.
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ppendix A

Nucleotide alignment of the Mexican sequences against two
enBank sequences from Florida, one cDNA. The first refers to

he site of collection (Table 1), the first number refers to the indi-
idual specimen and the second number (after the dash) refers to

he sequence identifier for that individual. The initiation of the
3th exon, where the cDNA sequence starts, is indicated by a
ertical line. Dots indicate no difference from the first sequence,
ashes indicate a deletion or no data.
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ppendix B

Protein sequence alignment of the Mexican sequences against two GenBank sequences from Florida. Dots indicate no difference
rom the first sequence, dashes indicate no data. Specimen identifiers as in Fig. 1 and Appendix A.
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